Beth Haenni
Interim President
704 562 5152
Greenway Avenue
beth.haenni@gmail.com
Vice President
position vacant
Secretary
position vacant
Kelly Jaworski
Treasurer
828 446 0243
Clarice Avenue
kellyruthanne92@gmail.com

ECA Board Members
West Bryant
Communications Chair
704 898 5044
East Fifth Street
west.bryant@gmail.com
Cassandra D’Alessio
Business Liaison
704 604 9301
Dotger Avenue
cassandra@turnthenextpage.com
Paul Freeman
Beautification & Trees
704 491 5656
East Fifth Street
paul@
freemanlandscapearchitecture.com
Max Gilland
Social Chair
704 458 9684
East Fifth Street
maxgilland@gmail.com
Kathryn Haenni
ECA intern
Greenway Avenue
Salim Kafiti
Zoning & Real Estate
216 346 3598
East Fifth Street
skafiti@gmail.com
Kathy Kennedy-Miller
Historian
704 614 1314
Clement Avenue
kathykennedymiller77@gmail.com
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Evan Kettler
Traffic Chair
704 577 4901
North Laurel Avenue
evan.kettler@gmail.com
John F. McBride
Newsletter
980 254 7367
East Eighth Street
john.f.mcb@gmail.com
Claire M. Short
Children’s Social
813 326 3223
Greenway Avenue
claire.m.short@gmail.com
Robert Zabel
Elizabeth 8K
Road Race Chair
917 873 8028
Pecan Avenue
nycrcz@yahoo.com
The ECA board meets at 6:30 p.m. on
the first Thursday of the month. All are
welcome. Call or email a board member
to find out the location this month.

Note: This ECA board list is valid
through Sept. 31. A new board will be
approved at the annual meeting Sept.
17 and will take effect Oct. 1.

The ECA Newsletter
The ECA newsletter is published
quarterly (March, June, September
and December) and delivered
to homes and businesses in
the Elizabeth neighborhood of
Charlotte. The production team:

ECA works with Crescent
on details of development
at 7th and Caswell
by Beth Haenni

On the cover
This stately old willow oak – and
six other Independence Park trees
deemed hazardous – were removed
this summer. The City of Charlotte
hired Bartlett Tree to survey the trees
and remove those found to be a safety
concern. Photo by John McBride

Background: Developer
Crescent Communities
approached the ECA in
December 2018 with a new
proposal for redeveloping
this 1.68-acre site. Recall that
another developer, Faison, had
previously secured a rezoning
in July 2016 for apartments
and commercial space. Because
Crescent’s project differed
Yes, we are all tired of looking substantially from the alreadyat the empty corner at Caswell
rezoned Faison apartment
and 7th, former home to Jackproject, Crescent had to seek
alope Jack’s and its unappealing rezoning for the property again.
fencing around what was once
vibrant community life. With a
On July 15, the ECA joined
few more months of patience,
Crescent Communities in
however, you will be watching
showing the neighborhood’s
the rise of a new Elizabeth icon, support for the proposed

On the back cover
It’s been a summer of closed roads,
detours and cut-through traffic
in much of Elizabeth, beginning
with the intersection of 7th Street
and Hawthorne Lane. Photo by
John McBride.
Annual ECA meeting
All Elizabeth residents are
encouraged to attend the annual
Elizabeth Community Association
dinner that kicks off the ECA
fiscal year. Join us on Sept. 17
at 6:30 pm at St. John’s Baptist
Church. Dinner and childcare
will be provided. Renew your
ECA membership ($20, cash,
check or credit card) or visit
elizabethcommunity.com and
renew via secure online payment.
On the agenda: updates on 2019
ECA business, vote for 2020 ECA
Board, and look ahead to 2020.

Ad Czar
position vacant
Tricia Fisher
circulation czar

Little Shiva designer
Sir Speedy printer
Got a story or photo idea? Want to
buy an ad? Email newsletter@
elizabethcommunity.com.

development. A presentation
was made to city council for the
rezoning hearing for petition
#2019-029. We anticipate an
official vote of city council on
Sept. 16. City zoning staff has
recommended approval of the
project. Crescent plans to break
ground early 2020 and deliver
late 2021.
If you were present at the April
public meeting with Crescent
at St. John’s Baptist Church,
you will recall the concept was
met with widespread support
and enthusiasm – actually
thunderous applause. Still, there
were many details to work out
as the project continued to take
shape. The ECA’s real estate and
zoning committee worked hard
to negotiate those details and we
hope you will agree it’s a “winwin” for Elizabeth.

contributors

John McBride
editor

Susan Green
editorial assistant and proofreader

a building that we hope will
usher in a new and thoughtful
revitalization along 7th Street
for the next 100 years.

Get ready for Elizabeth to
take off! It’s no secret that land
in the heart of Elizabeth is in
high demand. We’ve already
witnessed the successful landing
of hotspots The Crunkleton and
The Stanley, along with a soft
redo of the shopping center next
to them by retail investors
Asana Partners.

photo: John McBride

ECA Officers

Nancy O. Albert
Oakland Avenue
noalbert@
carolina.rr.com

Beth Haenni
Greenway Avenue
beth.haenni@
gmail.com

Kris Solow
East Fifth Street
kjsolow@gmail.com

Byron Baldwin
Lamar Avenue
bbaldwin2@
carolina.rr.com

Hardin Minor
Clement Avenue
hardinminor@att.net

Kelsey Ripley
North Laurel Avenue
kelsey.ripley@
hearttutoring.org

Katie Granelli
East 5th Street
katie.granelli@
gmail.com

Lolo Pendergrast
East Eighth Street
lolopendergrast@
gmail.com

Jared Rorrer
East 8th Street
jared.rorrer@
gmail.com
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-Key elements of wood accents
The committee members
and green brick tiles.
are Paul Shipley, Beth Haenni,
Melanie Sizemore, Jim Belvin,
-Recessed entryways to retail
Evan Kettler, Sarah Crowder, Sal with limited outdoor seating.
Kafiti and Max Gilland and ECA’s
-Public artwork opportunities
attorney Erik Rosenwood.
(murals, etc.) at specific places.
KEY DETAILS

Architecture: Crescent

-Hidden mechanicals and
dumpsters, etc., and limitations
on trash pick-up times.

responded to recommended
changes from the neighborhood,
-A plaza-like open space at
bringing us an iconic building
the
rounded corner.
with some historic allusions that
respect Elizabeth’s rich history.
-Bicycle parking.

Trees: Crescent will provide
-Four stories total (three floors
an improved pedestrian
of office space above a bottom
experience with an 8-foot
floor for retail).
planting strip and a 7-foot
-Fourth floor set back along
sidewalk for pedestrians. The
7th and beside Savvy will make
mature Zelkovas will remain
the building appear more like
along Caswell, and new Chinese
three stories along 7th.
Pistache trees will be planted
-Mix of glass and brick.
along 7th.

Parking: Crescent increased
the parking count significantly
in response to neighborhood
feedback. Parking will be in
a rear deck and will become
evening/weekend shared parking for the Asana property across
the street to help alleviate parking problems at that site. While
we may experience parking
issues once the Crescent project
is built, rest assured that Crescent and ECA are going to work
together to explore parking solutions to help prevent Crescent
overflow parking throughout
the neighborhood. This will be
an ECA agenda item for this fall.
(Attend the annual ECA meeting
Sept. 17 at St. John’s Baptist
Church and provide input!)

about this development and
believes the proposed building
is in keeping with the Elizabeth
Small Area Plan. The board
is especially grateful for the
passionate neighbors of Elizabeth – for the input, questions
and excellent feedback that
directly influenced how this
project evolved.

Overall, the ECA is proud of
where things stand, is excited

rendering courtesy Crescent Communities

The proposed development at 7th
and Caswell would be four stories.
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Dilworth, Myers Park and
Elizabeth, with most of that time
spent in Midwood and Elizabeth.
The Elizabeth neighborhood
has been incredible for us – we
joke that it is a grown-up version
of Midwood – and we cherish
this special place. What follows
are my thoughts on why our
neighborhood should seek to
become a local historic district.

Beyond the great group of
people that call Elizabeth home,
it is the tangible sense of place
and history that sets us apart
from other Charlotte-area comJared Rorrer
munities. Our neighborhood is
reminiscent of some of the more
well-known historic places in the
US, New Orleans, Charleston,
Georgetown, Atlanta’s Inman
One Elizabethan’s view:
Protect our neighborhood Park and Savannah. In another
with historic designation 100 years, Elizabeth could be
just as special and unique as
by Jared Rorrer
the old homes right outside the
business district on Boston’s
A group of neighbors led by
Beacon Hill.
Heather Obleada and Jared Rorrer
has recently begun exploring the
It might surprise you to learn
possibility of seeking local historic
that the Elizabeth community
district designation from the city of was residential all the way to
Charlotte. Rorrer has collected his
Kings Drive as late as 1960, with
thoughts on why we need the historic Elizabeth Avenue and Hawdistrict and some of the questions his thorne Lane lined with grand
group has gotten from the Elizabeth mansions. At that time, the city
Families email group. The group will made significant zoning changes
provide an update at the annual
to accommodate growth, which
neighborhood meeting in September, accelerated the demolition
followed by a separate neighborhood and elimination of hundreds of
meeting to discuss these efforts in
Elizabeth homes. In essence, half
more detail in early October.
of our neighborhood has been
lost already.
My wife Dee and I have lived
in Charlotte for nearly 20 years,
Next time you drive down
specifically in Plaza Midwood,
Central Avenue or Providence

Road heading out of town,
notice how the land use and
architecture changes with
each major intersection. You
can literally see the decades
passing. None are as old, or
as charming, as the inner-city
neighborhoods, which extend
outward for only the first couple
of miles from uptown. These old
homes and neighborhoods are
some of Charlotte’s best assets.
But the city’s growth, and the
development that comes with
it, are threatening our neighborhood. On 7th Street, the
Langston apartments and the
proposed Caswell commercial
building are effectively resetting the height of our business
district, and changing the
street-feel from something
resembling East Boulevard to
a grand apartment-and-office
canyon more reminiscent
of what Central Avenue has
recently become. Martha
Washington Apartments and its
naturally-occurring affordable
housing is gone. New and tall
apartments surround Sunnyside on Central Avenue and
Hawthorne. The impending
streetcar line will further pressure Hawthorne Lane and the
surrounding streets and homes.
It’s not difficult to imagine how
different 7th Street might look
in 10 years. Sadly, it’s also easy
to imagine what the surrounding
residential areas might look like
in 10, 20 or 50 years if we fail
to act. It is up to us to decide if
the transformation of Elizabeth
THE PEOPLE PAGES
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A. We gain the right to
protect the neighborhood
and gain a very strong tool to
manage development in the
neighborhood. Local historic
Q. Can I still renovate my home in
I’m advocating for seekdesignation is not antia historic district?
ing a historic designation for
development as much as it is a
Elizabeth because I believe
A. Yes. The goal of historic
tool that puts the sense of place
development needs to be done
designation is to protect the
first and prevents out-of-place
in the context of the existing
streetscape, character, sense of
or out-of-scale houses or large
community. Because I believe
place and stewardship within
block apartments from being
the neighborhood needs tools
your community. Full guidelines built within a historic district.
to protect itself from market
may be viewed here: http://
forces that value proximity to
ww.charmeck.org/planning/hdc/ Just as importantly, we must
downtown and density over
ask ourselves what we will lose
designguidelines.pdf
charm and community. Because
without a local designation. As
Q. If I have a project underway and Charlotte continues to grow and
I believe the relatively small
the district is created, will I have to
sacrifice on what and how we
as many of the other charactergo through the historic district review rich neighborhoods have historic
homeowners can renovate and
expand our homes is well worth process for approval?
district protection (Dilworth,
the cost if the alternative is
A. No. Any project completed or Plaza Midwood, Hermitage
losing our neighborhood to the permitted prior to designation is Court, Wilmore, Wesley Heights),
slow march of “progress.”
grandfathered and not subject to Elizabeth becomes a path of least
I am afraid if we do nothing, the historic district review.
resistance for development as
fabric of the neighborhood will Q. Might it be harder and/or more
we are seeing on the edges of
deteriorate and 50 years hence, expensive to renovate my home if
the neighborhood (Sunnyside,
what’s left of Elizabeth will be
the neighborhood is designated local Martha Washington, Vail &
lost, just like the homes along
Laurel), along with unknown
historic district?
Elizabeth Avenue were 50 years
impacts related to the new
A. Possibly. Renovating in a local streetcar line. Without this
prior. And while none of us will
historic district increases the
be here to see it, I can imagine
tool, our neighborhood has
our small sacrifice today ensur- administrative burden associated no protection to preserve the
ing that Elizabeth will still be an with planning and permitting
special sense of place that is our
amazing and thriving neighbor- – so architects, contractors
neighborhood.
and developers are obliged to
hood in the heart of a major
Q. I heard when Elizabeth was
urban core a century from now. work in a more collaborative
designated
a historic district years
fashion to finalize plans and
ago,
that
the
designation was
obtain approvals than is typical
Questions and answers on
overturned due to neighborhood
local historic destination for when building or renovating
resistance. Is this true?
the Elizabeth neighborhood elsewhere. Ultimately, these
processes increase the value of
Q. How does being in a historic
A. No. It was overturned by the
the homes in, and promote the
district affect my property value?  
N.C. Supreme Court due to a
livability
of,
a
historic
district.
technicality raised by a small
A. Several studies have shown the
Q. What would we gain through local number of property owners
value of a historical property
related to hand delivered zoning
historic designation?
in a historical district is more
in the coming decades is into a
historic urban neighborhood
or into yet another nondescript
concrete jungle.
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than that of a typical property.
The return on investment in
historical properties is also
higher in historical homes.

change notices. The ECA board
led the original effort and was
successful in making Elizabeth a
local historic district until it was
overturned. Chris Burns-Fazzi
who was ECA president at the
time, said she and others were
devastated and while they could
have pursued the designation
again, they were busy raising
families and chose not to. It is our
hope the ECA Board will again
help lead the charge.

updating of existing propertyby-property analysis).

-Complete application (includes

Q. Who has the committee spoken to?   jdeese@winstead.com

-Assess community support
for designation.
-Determine proposed
boundaries
-City council votes on zoning
change for HDC overlay.

A. Chris Burns-Fazzi, ECA
president at time of original
local historic designation for
Elizabeth; Kristina Harpst,
Program Manager for Charlotte
Q. What is the ECA position on
A. This is a critical step in moving Historic District Commission;
historic designation?
Jessica Hindman, architect
forward (or not) with any local
A. The ECA currently
and board member, Charlotte
designation. While our team is
remains neutral, pending
still in early planning phases, we Historic District Commision
further feedback from the
(CDC);
plan to have have regular email
neighborhood. Our exploratory
communication, neighborhood Damon Rumsch, General
team has met with the ECA board
meetings and regular
Contractor and board member,
several times. Ultimately, we
engagement with the ECA board HDC; Tom Hanchett, local
agree the ECA Board will be a
to gauge interest and support
historian; Tom Egan, outgoing
critical stakeholder and voice in
and determine an approach
president, Charlotte Historic
this effort.
that ensures the community
Landmarks Commission; Patsy
Q. If we had historic designation,
is involved in the process and
Kinsey, former Charlotte mayor,
would that have helped with the
ultimately a decision.
and former member of the
Martha Washington project?
Q. I thought we were on the national Charlotte City Council.
A. Yes. Historic designation
historic register. Doesn’t that
Q. How do I help?
would have required the project provide protection to the home in the
A. There’s an array of
to meet new construction
neighborhood?
opportunities for volunteers.
guidelines including height and
A.
We
are
on
the
national
historic
Please
feel free to contact any
scale and overall conformity
register,
but
that
doesn’t
provide
current
exploratory committee
to the look and feel of the
any
protections,
though
it
does
members:
neighborhood. It would have
been built, but it would better fit make the local designation an
Jared Rorrer (8th Street)
within the existing neighborhood easier process. The national
jared.rorrer@gmail.com
designation does provide a tax
look and feel, and have allowed
Heather Obleada (Clement
credit related to renovation
for community feedback.
Avenue) hobleada@gmail.com
and updates to homes in the
Q. What is the process to become
neighborhood and is available
Craig Miller (Sunnyside)
a local historic district?
to anyone in Elizabeth’s national craigmmiller@hotmail.com
historic district.
-Explore feasibility.
Jeremy Deese (5th Street)
Q. How do we ensure the
neighborhood has the ability to
democratically weigh in and support
or oppose this effort?
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Introducing Elizabeth’s
new community
coordinator: Officer
Hooven
by Officer Jason Hooven
As you all know, Officer
David Padgett was recently
promoted to sergeant. I’ve been
assigned the Response Area One
community coordinator position
within the Providence Division
(which includes the Elizabeth
neighborhood).

Former CMPD community
coordinator Officer David Padgett
was recently promoted to sergeant,
and some of his friends were on
hand to congratulate him: ECA
interim president Beth Haenni
(left), ECA traffic Chair Evan
Kettler and Cherry Neighborhood
Association president Sylvia BittlePatton (right)

My name is Officer Jason
Hooven. I’ve been with Charlotte
Mecklenburg Police Department
for 20 years and I’m originally
from Charlotte. All of my time
has been in the Providence
Division, so I’m very familiar
with the area. I look forward
to working closer with your
neighborhood. Have a great day!
12th Elizabeth Recycles
Day: Bigger and better
than ever
by Kris Solow

Officer Jason Hooven is the new
CMPD community coordinator for
Response Area One.
8
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The 12th annual Elizabeth
Recycles Day held May 18 at
Independence Park was the
smoothest ever! We had four
new volunteers, Melissa Strahley,
Tracy and Jim Harrison, Charlin
Saylor, and two employees
from the Mecklenburg County
Sheriff’s Office, Thomas Chunn
and Antwan Green. There was
some miscommunication about a
planned Medicine Drop table but
since it didn’t happen, Thomas

and Antwan stayed anyway and
were a tremendous help. We
hope to have the table at our
event next year!
On board this year was
All Green Recycling, a local,
female-owned environmental
technology company that took
our batteries and electronics.
They will sell or recycle every
part of the items collected so
nothing goes to the landfill. They
filled a van and reported that
they “collected a total of 671
pounds of electronics and 153
pounds of batteries. Included in
the electronics were five laptops
and four computers.” They have
expressed the desire to attend
next year.
We filled three pick-up trucks
with paints, household cleaners,
oils and fluorescent bulbs to
take to Mecklenburg County’s
Compost Central and Recycling
Facility. If you’ve never been
to Compost Central, it is a new
full-service recycling center that
sells rich compost and wood
mulch too.

about recycling, repurposing
and reusing. Every effort to do
so is one step closer to saving
our planet. If you can think of
anything new to add to our
program for next year, let me
know and I’ll look into it. n

This awareness and a
desire to act on it has led me
to the recently re-energized
350Charlotte, which is
connected nationally to 350.
org and locally to our own N.C.
Youth Climate Strike (NCYCS).
For more information on
350Charlotte, contact Jerome
Wagner at 607-348-5773
or go to: actionnetwork.org/
groups/350-charlotte.

gases trap heat radiation
from the sun that ordinarily is
reflected back into space which
is why our atmosphere continues
to warm at an increasingly
alarming rate.

NCYCS is connected to the
global
Youth Climate Strike,
When it comes to the
which
was
inspired by the vision
climate, think globally
and
commitment
of the Swedish
and act locally
teenager
and
activist
Greta
by Hardin Minor
Thunberg, who said: “I want you
to act as you would in a crisis.
I’ve never known a more natu350 is an international
I want you to act as if our house
rally occurring concentration
movement working to build a
is on fire. Because it is.” God
of environmentally conscious
future safe from the effects of
individuals than those of us
climate change. The number 350 bless these extraordinary young
people for stepping up to bear
who are active in the Elizabeth
refers to the parts per million
witness to the climate crisis that
Community Association and
(PPM) of carbon dioxide (CO2)
our Elizabeth neighborhood.
scientists deem to be the proper so many adults continue
to ignore.
Recognizing the value of the
balance for sustained life on
ecosystems that sustain life on
On Apr. 22, 2020, we will all
Earth. Our atmosphere is now at
our planet seems to be in our
415 PPM. As a reminder, carbon have a chance to celebrate the
personal and collective DNA.
50th Anniversary of Earth Day.
dioxide and other greenhouse

We also filled another truck
with: blankets for the Charlotte
Natural Animal Clinic on East
7th Street; arts and crafts for
Elizabeth Traditional Elementary
School; corks for Earthfare;
books for Julia’s Café & Books;
hangers for 2001 Cleaners; and
eyeglasses for VisionWorks/
Lion’s Club.
Thanks to all who supported
our event, volunteered or loaned
their trucks. We can all feel good

Elizabeth Recycles Day volunteers (from left): Beth Schultz, Kris Solow, Melissa Strahley, Grant Leiby, Tracy
Harrison, Jim Harrison, Thomas Chunn, Nayan Patel, Antwan Green, Craig Miller, Charlin
Saylor and Linda
Patel. 9
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In a lead-up to focusing as a
community on this important
milestone, Thunberg and
thousands of other youth
activists are organizing Sept. 20
as the beginning of a week of
action surrounding the United
Nations Climate Summit in New
York on Sept. 23.

foundation in math and enthu- schools use volunteers as tutors.
Lemonade and cookies are the perfect summertime treat, served up here by
siasm
forSam
academics
Volunteers
commit
brothers
and Jackneeded
Granelli for
of Elizabeth.
Sam is 4
and Jacktois18.hour or
long-term success, by helping
30 minutes a week, during which

they work one-on-one with an
Volunteer time is a powerful
elementary student who is below resource available to highgrade level in math.
poverty public schools that is
not yet being fully leveraged.
Prior to joining the Heart
So many of our community
team, I was a middle school
members are willing to help but
teacher in high poverty schools
have limited time to commit and
in Charlotte. As any educator
need to know that their efforts
in these environments knows,
are going to make a difference.
individualized attention often
Heart Tutoring’s activity-based
feels like one of the scarcest
curriculum and on-site support
resources for our kids. Teachers
enables all volunteers to be efwant to provide one-on-one
fective in delivering one-on-one
support for their students, but
instruction, with a commitment
with class sizes upwards of 25
of just one hour per week.
students, this often feels impossible. In my own classroom, there
Last year we had more than
were days when just two-minutes 1,000 volunteers serving as
of uninterrupted conversation
tutors for students in need,
with one of my students felt like and we are looking to serve
a victory!
over 1,100 students for this

Heart Math Tutoring:
An opportunity for
Elizabethans to make
a difference
by Kelsey Ripley
School is in session, fellow
Elizabethans! As we navigate the
back to school ads and carpool
lines, I’d like to share an opportunity for our neighborhood to
support students across our city.
Heart Math Tutoring is a
local non-profit whose mission
is to ensure that all elementary
students develop the strong
10
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photo: Byron Baldwin

Greta Thunberg

Greta via instagram.com/gretathunberg — lemonade stand photo: Katie Granelli

To get involved in the “Youth
Strike For Climate” movement,
go to www.youthclimatestrikeus.
org/north-carolina

upcoming school year. We will
be partnering with 23 school
sites across Charlotte, including
Billingsville Leadership Academy,
Cotswold Elementary, Shamrock
Gardens and Rama Road
Elementary – all less than 15
minutes from our neighborhood.
I am proud to live in such a
great neighborhood and believe
that our community could have
an incredible impact in the lives
of students across our city. As a
new school year begins, I invite
you to take part in that impact as
a Heart Tutor.
Visit hearttutoring.org to learn
more and sign up or email me at
kelsey.ripley@hearttutoring.org.

Parade marshals Carlson and Lee Willyard get situated in the back seat of the Minor Mustang convertible as they
prepare to lead the annual Fourth of July parade through Elizabeth. The annual event, spearheaded and hosted by
the Minor family on Clement, concludes with patriotic readings and songs as well as a hot dog picnic lunch in the
Minors’s backyard. The event has been a part of the neighborhood fabric for 23 years.
THE PEOPLE PAGES 11

Andrea Sweet and Royal Gardens interior
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The Royal Gardens has been
a vital part of the neighborhood.
It is a family-run enterprise and
Andrea has come to feel that
long time patrons and neighbors
are part of her extended family.
Andrea admitted that this has People come back year after
year. Their employees are also
been a long thought-out and
difficult decision. She is 80 and a close-knit group and every
Larrie, who has had recent health year the Sweets serve them a
big Thanksgiving dinner at the
concerns, is 81. The hundredhouse. They have also had close
year-old house, which along
with the yellow house next door ties with the ECA over the years,
I sat down with Andrea and
selling tickets for the Homes
is owned by the Munew family,
her daughter Lara Sweet Barnett is in need of serious repair. But
Tour, sponsoring the Elizabeth
in their tiny back office to talk
8K and advertising in this newsthe major factor that hastened
about their history in Elizabeth
the decision was the continuing letter. They love the Elizabeth
and why they made the decision construction related the
neighborhood and hope that
to close.
when the streetcar is finally runCityLYNX Gold Line streetcar
The first thing they wanted me extension. For the past two years, ning things will be good for the
other nearby businesses, which
road work, street closures and
to note is that sons Garth and
she knows are also suffering.
Jared will continue their garden detours have resulted in a lack
of customer traffic. Business has
maintenance and landscaping
“It has been an amazing
experience,” Andrea said with a
catch in her voice. Everyone who
has shopped there or even just
walked by the colorful corner will
miss them greatly.
Andrea and Larrie Sweet
opened the Royal Gardens in
a rambling old Sears Roebuck
house on the corner of East
7th Street and Lamar Avenue
in 1994. The shop has been a
neighborhood icon since then,
its brightly colored garden
ceramics, fountains and statuary
a feast for the eyes. And now,
after almost 25 years, they are
closing the shop.

Elizabeth needs its small,
unique, family-run businesses.
They are what separates us
from the bland and corporate;
they give our neighborhood its
liveliness and character. I wish
Andrea and Larrie full and happy
retirements and continued
success to Lara, Jared and Garth.
The corner will seem empty
without them.
14
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2019 Elizabeth Home
and Garden Tour

dropped considerably. “People
just don’t know how to find us,”
Andrea said. So in many ways this
just felt like the right time to exit.

This year’s Elizabeth Home
and Garden Tour, chaired by
Brittany Norman, will be held
Oct. 25 and 26. This weekend
was chosen to coincide with
another of our neighborhood’s
cherished traditions, the
Pumpkin Wall.
Watch for emails from
hometour@elizabethcommunity.
com or go to https://
elizabethcommunity.com for
additional details.

photo: Lolo Pendergrast

work. They have built these
successful businesses over the
years and currently employ 25
people. No jobs will be lost as
a result of the closing of the
physical location. And Lara will
continue running an online
store, consulting and taking
special orders. But the retail shop
will close in September.

photos on this page and center spread: Nancy O. Albert

Neighborhood icon the
Royal Gardens closing
after nearly 25 years
by Nancy O. Albert

Ads and stories for the Fall issue of this newsletter
must be submitted by November 1.
Quarter page: 3.205” wide by 3.715” tall
(641 x 743 pixels) $80 per issue or 4 for $280
Half horizontal: 6.53” wide by 3.715” tall
(1306 x 743 pixels) $160 per issue or 4 for $560
Half vertical: 3.205” wide by 7.53” tall
(641 x 1506 pixels) $160 per issue or 4 for $560
Full page: 6.53” wide by 7.53” tall (1306 x 1506 pixels)
$320 per issue or 4 for $1120
Prepare ad as a b&w jpg or pdf at 200 dpi. Our standard 4 point inner border
will be applied to your ad, so please plan your layout accordingly.

Severe storms that cut through the neighborhood in late June
damaged several trees in Independence
Park, including
this one.
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